Comparative analysis is the preferred and most successful method of inferring RNA secondary structure (Gutell et al., 1994; Konings and Gutell, 1995) , however a major practical limitation of this technique is that it requires substantial manual effort. Readily available software programs simply output listings of possible pairings based on mutual information or other criteria (Brown, 1993; Hall, 1999) , or display pairwise graphs of mutual information values (Gorodkin et al., 1999) . Converting this information into a structure is not a trivial task (Gutell et al., 1992) .
Comparative analysis is the preferred and most successful method of inferring RNA secondary structure (Gutell et al., 1994; Konings and Gutell, 1995) , however a major practical limitation of this technique is that it requires substantial manual effort. Readily available software programs simply output listings of possible pairings based on mutual information or other criteria (Brown, 1993; Hall, 1999) , or display pairwise graphs of mutual information values (Gorodkin et al., 1999) . Converting this information into a structure is not a trivial task (Gutell et al., 1992) .
Maximum weight matching (MWM) is graph-theoretic approach to inferring RNA secondary structure that shows considerable promise (Cary and Stormo, 1995; Tabaska et al., 1998) . It takes as input a set of base pairing scores that can be derived from a range of sources, such as free energy considerations, mutual information, or experimental data. These data can be represented as a folding graph where the vertices are alignment positions, and the lines or edges connecting a pair of vertices are given a weight proportional to the amount of evidence for that pairing. A matching is a subgraph of the folding graph in which no vertex is connected to more than one other vertex. The matching with the greatest total edge weight is taken to be the best estimate of the RNA structure. MWM can greatly speed up the process of comparative structure analysis of RNA sequences, and has been tested successfully on tRNA, SRP RNA, and 16S rRNA sequences (Tabaska et al., 1998) . UNIX command line programs to compute the MWM have been made available by Tabaska et al. (1998) (ftp://ftp.cshl.org/pub/science/mzhanglab/tabaska/). How ever, these programs are limited to importing one sequence file format (FASTA), and do not provide tools to visualise the results, or easily extract secondary structures in standard formats.
Circles is designed to simplify the use of maximum weight matching by providing a graphical user interface to the MWM programs. Tabaska's have been ported to Windows, and incorporated into a graphical program that adds further capabilities. Circles can read and display alignments in FASTA, ClustalW and NEXUS formats. The user can compute folding graphs for either mutual information or helix plot scores (Tabaska et al., 1998) , or both, and can easily explore the effects of various options and weightings on the results.
The result of MWM analysis is a matching between base pairs. This matching can be visualised using a circle plot (Nussinov et al., 1978) (Figure 1 ). By default, Circles displays only pairings involved in helices of at least two pairs (i.e. lone base pairs are ignored). However, the user can interactively edit the pairings. RNA secondary structure is typically represented as a planar graph (i.e. a graph where no pair of edges overlap). Circles implements Nussinov et al.'s (1978) maximum loop matching algorithm to extract the largest planar RNA structure from the matching. Circles can display the secondary structure in a separate window, and it can also write RNA secondary structure files in a range of commonly used formats (MFOLD .ct, LOOPSOL, DCSE alignment) for display using other programs (de Rijk and de Wachter, 1997; Matzura and Wennborg, 1996) . Visible are the log window recording results, a sequence alignment display window, and two circle plots for the Cow sequence. The left circle plot displays the maximum weight matching, the right circle plot displays the largest planar structure that can be extracted from this matching.
